from the long-range discussion were the approximate maintenance of the impress time man, and total amount of financial aid, and a desire to avoid a wait without knowing where to budget the aid. Because of a last-minute atmosphere of crisis and confusion, the administration improvement in the applicant pool. Administration and students noted that a stable financial aid budget, when combined with a full publicity effort in the current status of the admissions procedure.

Last year the percentage of applications and dropouts were 39% and 7%. The administration believed that applicant student would require an e-mail, financial aid, and the exact size of the University. "No one is questioning the practice of financial aid available to next year's freshmen decisions on such crucial nutters as financial aid, and how to distribute financial aid and how to distribute the budgeted financial aid. Students are set-king someone "who begins a lighthearted taste and interest within the University.") "—and fourth, that there are natural responsibility centers under departmental boundaries;..."—and fourth, that there are and JIM KAHN

A sign was posted this week on the door of the Hewlett-Packard terminal room which declared: "Spacewar (based on the television series "Startrek"), menace. To do this, you must destroy the Klingon..." The Hewlett-Packard computer, in addition to its computer both congratulates ("YOU H*O*L*E*D IT") and blames ("Too much club. You are past hole.").

"What club do you want?"

"You are at tee off hole 1, Distance 361 yards par 4"

"Ready to go?"

"I"

"What is your handicap?"

"Playing is like watching the TV program. You..."

The computer both congratulates ("YOU H*O*L*E*D IT") and blames ("Too much club. You are past hole.").
21 Shrimp & 6 oz. Sirloin are appearing at THE BULL 3942 Chestnut St. All/Day for $1.35 & $0.99

Keith Chapman at the Mighty Curtis Organ plays accompaniment to Douglas Fairbanks in the silent classic THE MARK OF ZORRO

8 P.M.
Sunday March 4

$1 for the Organ
EnglishDepartment Poetry Contest Deadline March 7

Wednesday March 7 is the final day on which poetry contest entries may be submitted to either undergraduate or graduate students. From listing $2000 for undergraduate poets and $900 for graduate poets, the Academy of American College and the College for Women are offering another $10 for graduate poetry prize money. The contest is open to all students who are members of the English Department or have taken a course in the Department.

The contest deadline is the same as the time when the English Department Office, 119 Bennett Hall, will accept entries.

Almost simultaneously in Saigon, American diplomats and several other persons, and demanded the

Seize Arab Embassy

Develops in Europe

Near the London Embassy of the United Arab Republic, a group of eight or more persons, and demanded the

Meir Says Israel

Ready to Negotiate

Washington, D.C. — Golda Meir of Israel conferred with President Nixon for 90 minutes Thursday and said he would accept and for President Nixon to accept and.
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The Assault on the Arts

The following is a report by a regular member of the student body to the University Council on Academic Priorities. The report cannot be published in its entirety. A portion of the report was published in the March 3,1973 issue of the Daily Pennsylvanian. This portion of the student statement is presented in the text at right.

By Michael Stephen Gross and Erika Willard

I was the one who introduced the proposal at the University Council meeting of February 28, 1973 which appeared in the Last Edition of the Daily Pennsylvanian. I was interested in working for the University. It is also apparent that one who just didn't care, yet who chose to claim that they "don't care," whatever they said was anything but the truth. Whatever they said was anything but the truth. Whatever they said was anything but the truth. Whatever they said was anything but the truth.

Concern reflects the potential of a collective motive to attain the goal of a collective motive to attain the goal of a collective motive. An effective collective whole until the organizing of the group, the organizing of the group, the organizing of the group.

I was the one who introduced the resolution to the Senate. The Senate, which was the one who introduced the resolution to the Senate, was the one who introduced the resolution to the Senate.

Notes to the Editor

Council's Action on Arts Represents Support for Meyerson

The University Choir

William Parberry Conductor

Sings music by Bach, Victoria, Mozart and Debussy

Friday, March 2

8:30 P.M.

St. Mary's Church

3916 Locust Walk

The Frightening Freedom of Choice

By Jerkson Johnson

The big campus strikes are over now. The People's Gone are sending their Flower Children to Hollywood to become back- chins, or to home to mother to grow up and Art and from student status that of adult status. It seems to me that the majority of minds, "things are better," things ought be better, because the noise has stopped.

That's our fault. But perhaps often another member of the minds that don't want to think.

Because the University Council meeting of February 28, 1973 which appeared in the Daily Pennsylvanian, the statement, "there is no such thing as an effective collective whole unless the individual is whole within himself. No one can determine another's values, and anyone who allows himself to accept a value of another without first accepting it for himself, will never obtain anything but a false sense of self-confidence." The frightening freedom of choice.

According to this frightening freedom of choice, students are left to determine their own values without guidance or direction, leading to confusion and a lack of direction.

The lack of a collective motive to attain the goal of a collective motive to attain the goal of a collective motive.

The Frightening Freedom of Choice.
Rent

Currently running a deficit of $800,000.

Although Ledwell admitted that the University might be faced with further rent hikes in the near future, he expressed hope that his office would be able to negotiate an increase in revenue sources other than student rents in order to meet its expenses. He noted, however, that it might continue to increase, if the policy might not work. Ledwell said, "It is very important to have this balance between rents and other sources of income," he said, "so that the University will not be forced to seek more revenue sources other than just student rents.

Leedwell suggested that his office might reduce its deficit by enlisting more corporations and societies at the University during the summer months, utilizing University housing which would otherwise be vacant. He also noted that his office was investigating the possibility of soliciting special funds from University alumni in order to finance more extensively renovation projects, particularly the Quadrangle.

Leedwell said there would be "no significant changes" in the enrollment process of the University which allows some students to exceed their lease for one or more years. The policy of the Indwell Committee to wait for project residents to resign their rooms has worked poorly for displaced quad residents.

"I would very much like to get a representative student body to talk about changes in the rotation process for next year," Ledwell said.

He noted that "there is some logic in having a rotation process at all," and that the University might want to get rid of the "no-rotation" system and that his office had attempted to achieve.

Admissions Policy

would allow the University to expand the size of the freshman class of this fall. Last year, a decision was made to accept a smaller class to maintain maximum academic standards.

The Vice Provost said a larger freshman class would especially be needed for the Wharton School if proposed curriculum reforms allow Wharton students to graduate in less than the customary four years. He said, "The advantage of larger class size, however, that if rents continue to

The policy of some students to extend their leases in order to finance costly renovation projects, particularly the Quadrangle.
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"I would very much like to get a representative student body to talk about changes in the rotation process for next year," Ledwell said.
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James Browns Bring Acts to Town As Quakers Expand Into Ivy Crown

By GLENN UNTERTHBERGER

Admittingly there have been some "hurricane conditions" for the basketball team this year. As a result of the usual season curve, it is apparent that the Quakers are still coming to the same old curve mentioned in the past year. The Quakers have the opportunity to win this year on their best form through the regular season and into the post season. As a result of their .500 record, the Quakers are currently just ahead of the Harvard-McDowell quintet who are both two games behind. By virtue of their two-game lead, the Quakers should be assured of the number one spot in the Ivy League.

In that case, the first post season game will be against the Harvard-McDowell quintet who gained the first-fruits in the Ivy League. As a result of their two-game lead, the Harvard-McDowell quintet should be assured of the number one spot in the Ivy League.

thus, despite the fact that the Harvard-McDowell quintet will be seeded fifth, the Harvard-McDowell quintet has the opportunity to win the Ivy League title.

The obvious candidates for the Ivy League title are the Harvard-McDowell quintet, the Penn lacrosse team, and the Villanova basketball team. The Ivy League is looking for a good comeback story. The Harvard-McDowell quintet has the opportunity to win the Ivy League title. The Ivy League is looking for a good comeback story. The Harvard-McDowell quintet has the opportunity to win the Ivy League title.
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